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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.3-rev21
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.3-rev19
Open-Xchange Oﬃce 7.8.3-rev8
Open-Xchange Documentconverter 7.8.3-rev8
Open-Xchange USM 7.8.3-rev8
Open-Xchange EAS 7.8.3-rev7
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #4078.
52756 Twitter can not be conﬁgured anymore
Case-sensitive look-up for an OAuth API: ”Twitter” is not equal to ”twitter”;Case-sensitive look-up
for an OAuth API: ”Twitter” is not equal to ”twitter”.
Perform ignore-case look-up by OAuth API identiﬁer to solve this issue.
52751 Creating external accounts does not work anymore
Wrong detection if a mail account action was targeted for primary mail account.
Reliably check speciﬁed account identiﬁer to determine primary account to solve this problem.
52675 Html mail not displayed at all
Some mails were not displayed because <style> tag does not get closed while sanitizing mail’s
HTML content.
This has been ﬁxed by orderly closing the <style> tag while sanitizing HTML content.
52606 Show hidden ﬁles setting does not work at all
Hidden ﬁles were not displayed because ﬁlter extensions for ﬁles were never called.
Invoked ﬁlter extension point to post process ﬁle list to solve this issue.
52534 Disableschema: SessiondService is used but not registered in the activator
Required SessionD service was not orderly tracked.
This has been solved by properly tracking needed SessionD service.
52530 Pop3 access to external account is not logged by AuditLog
The tracked instance of AuditLogService was not orderly put into utilized service registry.
This has been ﬁxed by properly putting tracked service into service registry.
52402 Drag and Drop not working with chrome on windows 10 Touch
It was recognized as a touch device and DND was disabled.
This has been solved by adding an additional check.
52391 Empty Page in UI settings section after update
Js error in yell function and only a empty settings page were displayed.
Made yell function more robust, so Settings do not break anymore.
52348 Logging issue after appsuite update
Open-xchange-osgi didn´t conatin the latest logback extension.
Deﬁned explicit dependency to newest open-xchange-osgi containing the latest logback extension.
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52101 ’Folder ”9” is not visible to user ”X” in context ”YY”
Caused by the changes for favorite folders, where favorite folders for every module were added to
the collection pool. The favorite folder for drive has the parent with id ”9”. When the ui is refreshed,
all parents of all folders are listed. That causes every refresh to request the folder with id ”9”.
This has been ﬁxed by only adding favorite folders for modules with granted permission.
51757 When the ﬁrst mail ﬁlter rule is created for a user, it does not show in the mail
ﬁlter list
The ﬁlter collection does not handle an initial add correctly.
Now the ﬁlter collection handles an initial add correctly.
50798 Renaming a root level folder which contains a Favorite Folder will lead to ”Mailfolder
not found on IMAP Server”
Caused by missing checks if parent folders get renamed or removed.
This has been solved by looking for rename or removal of parent folders.
50478 Impossible to add two or more different Gmail accounts
Initial assumption to re-use OAuth credentials was wrong.
Now OAuth credentials are not re-use when adding mail accounts.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

52756, 52751, 52675, 52606, 52534, 52530, 52402, 52391, 52348, 52101, 51757, 50798, 50478,
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